
D. TEST WITH AN EXPERIMENT
i. Designing an Experiment

a) An experimental design alone is not the scientific 
method; it is only part of the scientific method.

b) This includes: 
-Title
-Hypothesis
-Procedures (A list of all the steps needed to conduct 

the experiment)
-Materials (All the supplies you need to conduct the 

experiment)
-Identifying Variables, Trials, Controls and Constants 
-Observations/Data (A table/chart to collect the results 

of the experiment)



For a complete experiment’s design you need to 
identify…

a) Independent Variable 
• The variable that is purposefully changed by 

the experimenter. 
• Tip: remember, I manipulate the 

Independent variable. 

b) Dependent Variable 
• The variable that is being measured – this 

variable Depends on the manipulated, 
independent variable. 

Variables 
are things 
that 
vary and 
change

E. IDENTIFYING VARIALBES/CONSTANTS



QQ#4
In the following experiment, explain which is 
the IV and DV

Investigating how different weights 
affects the length of an elastic band.
I decided the weight to apply, 
so: Weight is the Independent variable.
The measurement of the length the band 
stretches Depends on the result of the 
change you made (weight). Therefore the 
length is the Dependent variable.



c) Constants
• Factors that the experimenter needs to hold the 

same throughout the experiment so it is “fair.” 

d) Controls
• This is the the standard for comparing 

experimental effects – this is what you would 
“normally” see. This gives a baseline 
measurement. 

e) Repeated trials
• Determine how many times should the 

experiment be repeated to make sure the results 
are accurate.

E. IDENTIFYING VARIALBES/CONSTANTS



QQ#5
What are the constants and controls in this 
experiment?

Constants: use the same elastic band 
all the time, the same scale (ruler) 
etc., so it is a fair test.

Investigating how different weights 
affects the length of an elastic band.

Control: the length of the elastic band 
without any weight



i. First! COLLECT THE DATA 
a) Identify continuous/discontinuous/quantitative/qualitative 
b) Record this data in the table/chart you already designed

ii. ANALYZE THE DATA
a) This involves the interpretation of the data including

•  the use of tools such as graphs or statistical calculations 
• Identifying trends
• Comparing experimental trials

F. ANALYZE RESULTS TO DRAW A CONCLUSION FROM



DISCUSSION
1. Did you summarize your results and use them to support the findings? 
2. Did your conclusions state that you proved or disproved your hypothesis? 

Make sure you used quantitative evidence to support your claim.
3. Did your conclusions use statistical data to support or refute your hypothesis?
4. If appropriate, did you state the relationship between the independent and 

dependent variable? 
5. Did you summarize and evaluate your experimental procedure, making 

comments about its success and effectiveness? 
6. Did you suggest changes in the experimental procedure and/or possibilities for 

further study? 

CONCLUSION
a) Did you prove your hypothesis? Only YES or NO
b) two sentences 

G. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS



H. REPORT RESULTS AND REVISIT HYPOTHESIS
i. Did the data or evidence support 

the hypothesis? 

ii. If so, you accept the hypothesis 
and publish results.  

iii. If the data or evidence does not 
support the hypothesis, (even if a 
part of the data supports the 
hypothesis) the hypothesis must 
be rejected.

iv. What happens if the hypothesis is 
rejected? Is a scientist done if the 
hypothesis is accepted?

v. Report Results and Start Again!


